AltaThera Pharmaceuticals LLC
Privacy Policy for U.S. Residents

You have accessed the portion of the AltaThera.com website intended only for U.S. residents who are age eighteen (18) and older. This Privacy Policy is designed to tell you about the policies that govern our collection, management, use, and disclosure of the information that you may provide via our website, which is an interactive online service operated by AltaThera Pharmaceuticals LLC (“AltaThera”).

PLEASE READ BOTH THIS PRIVACY POLICY AND THE TERMS OF USE CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THE ALTATHERA.COM WEBSITE. By using the AltaThera.com website, you signify your agreement to this Privacy Policy and AltaThera’s Terms of Use, as well as any applicable laws and regulations of the United States where this website is governed. Whenever you submit information via this site, you consent to the collection, use and disclosure of that information in accordance with this Privacy Policy and the Terms of Use.

What Information is Collected?
We may ask you to provide us with personal information in certain areas of our site on a voluntary basis. In particular, you may be asked to provide information in the following situations:

- **Information Requests:** If you submit an e-mail requesting or providing information, we will use this information to respond to your request. In order to respond to your request we may make personal information that you submit in these sections available to AltaThera, our affiliates, and, in some circumstances to certain of our service providers. These entities are primarily located within the U.S. but may also be in countries outside the U.S.

- **Passive Information:** Currently, we do not use cookies or other technology to gather personal information, although we may do so in the future to enable personalization of information provided on this site. This privacy policy will be updated before we begin to use any such technology.

Some of the information that you submit to us may be “personally identifiable information” (that is, information that can be uniquely identified with you, such as your full name, address, e-mail address, phone number, and so on). By voluntarily providing and submitting this information to us, you knowingly consent to our use of this information in accordance with this Privacy Policy. You are under no obligation to provide this personally identifiable information to us. If you do not want us to collect your personally identifiable information, please do not provide it to us.

AltaThera may also collect non-personal information, such as IP addresses, numbers of site visits and tracking patterns of page viewing in order to monitor the performance of the site and to make improvements to it.

Sharing and Disclosure of Information
Personally identifiable information may be used, by way of example, for such purposes as to deliver services, such as information, newsletters or other information that you request; to develop or continue a business relationship with you; to respond to your requests for information about products or services or to respond to any other question posed by you; for employment purposes; and for legal compliance, such as adverse event reporting.
We may share or disclose your personally identifiable information in the following instances:

- To service providers if necessary to support our business (e.g., technical support providers);
- To protect the personal safety of users of AltaThera products and services, the website or the public;
- In connection with the sale, assignment or other transfer of the business related to this website; or
- If required to do so by applicable laws, court orders, government regulations or authorities.

**Access and Correction**

You have a right to know about the personal information that AltaThera holds about you. You also have a right to correct, amend or delete the information that AltaThera holds about you if it is incorrect. If you wish to exercise these rights please contact us by regular mail or e-mail at the applicable address shown in the “Contact” section below.

**External Website Links**

This website provides links to various websites that we do not control. When you click on one of these links, you will be transferred out of our website and connected to the website of the organization or company that you selected. Even if an affiliation exists between our website and a third-party website, we exercise no control over linked sites. Each of these linked sites maintains its own independent privacy and/or data collection policies and procedures. If you visit a website that is linked to our site, you should consult that site’s privacy policy before providing any personal information.

**Security**

This website incorporates appropriate safeguards to protect the security, integrity, completeness, accuracy and privacy of the personal information we have collected and we have put in place reasonable precautions to protect information from loss, misuse and alteration. Our security and privacy policies are periodically reviewed and enhanced as required and only authorized individuals have access to the information you provide us.

**Terms and Modifications to Privacy Policy**

AltaThera may modify this Privacy Policy at any time, in its sole discretion and modifications are effective upon being posted on this website. You are responsible for reviewing this Privacy Policy periodically to ensure that you are aware of any changes to it.

**Children**

This site is not directed to children and AltaThera does not knowingly solicit information from any person under the age of 18. Should a person whom we know to be under 18 send personal information to us, we will use that information only to respond directly to that child to inform him or her that we must have parental consent before receiving his or her personal information.

**International Users**

This section of the website is intended for use only by U.S. residents and you have indicated that you are a U.S. resident by entering this section of the website. If you are visiting this website from Canada, the European Union, or any other region of the world, the laws governing data collection and use applicable to that country may differ from U.S. law, so please note that you are transferring your personally
identifiable information to the United States which may not have the same privacy and data protection laws of your country. By providing your personally identifiable information, you consent to: (a) the use of your personally identifiable information for the uses identified above in accordance with this Privacy Policy; and (b) the transfer of your personally identifiable information to the United States as indicated above. While AltaThera undertakes measures to protect your personal information when it is stored and/or processed in other jurisdictions, the laws of other jurisdictions may require the disclosure of your personal information under circumstances that are different than those that apply in the U.S.

Contact Details
If you have any questions about our Privacy Policy or if you want to exercise any of the rights that you are given under this Privacy Policy, you can contact:

AltaThera Pharmaceuticals LLC
311 South Wacker Drive, Suite 2275A
Chicago, IL 60606 Tel:
312-445-8900
Fax: 312-445-8999
Email: customerservice@altathera.com
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